
THIS PAPER proposes an analysis of the literary heritage recodification dynamics dur-ing the Romanian communist period, with special focus on how the literarycritics and cultural journalists’ stances differed and the manner in which they evolvedafter 1989 with respect to the “reevaluation”/“revision” of the postwar autochthonouscanon and the modification or preservation of the criteria lying at its basis. In broad terms, on the one hand, there are the advocates of the preservation andperpetuation of the pre–1990 canon and the aesthetic autonomy thesis associated withit, who, along the lines of Titu Maiorescu (1840–1917) and E. Lovinescu (1881–1943),argue that the literature written under communism was a form of “resistance throughculture,” and that the built then canon is worth preserving, implying that the 1989turn of events does not mean a game-changing milestone. On the other hand, we havethe advocates of the more or less radical revision, of the pre–1990 values and the crite-ria supporting them, reaching the conclusion of overlapping the aesthetic criterionwith the ethical one or even subordinating the former to the latter. In the last case, ofimportance is the writers’ attitude towards the previous regime, their manifest or con-cealed collaborationism or, on the contrary, the resistance they were willing to opposeto the political entity. From a revisionist angle, literature functions as a document (con-fessions, memoirs, diaries, interviews etc.) and the authors operate as “witnesses” or “mar-tyrs” of the occulted pre–1989 realities—“the saints of the prisons,” the exiles, theblacklisted etc.—who call for the rewriting of the canon. Thus, non-fiction and its implic-it relation with the ethic, moral rectitude or courage surpass fiction and its alliancewith talent or the aesthetic. By deconstructing the classic Greek triad, beauty is no longerseen in correlation with the good or truth and the ones considered moral and courageousbefore 1990 become—from the canon revision supporters’ perspective—the only onesable to deliver the truth about the communist era. Consequently, the ethic implies anintrinsic relation with the alethic (< Gr. aletheia = “truth”), the post–1989 Romanianliterary life revolving to a large extent around the so-called, with a Foucauldian phrase,
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“politics of truth,” a prevalent phenomenon in the states of the ex-socialist bloc.1 Boththe advocates of the revision and the ones supporting the preservation of the canonand the pre–1990 criteria find a common ground in the premise that their activityunder communism went against the then regime, that it was essentially anti-commu-nist, the differences between them consisting only in their choice of the method usedto demonstrate their lack of adhesion to the regime’s policy. Papers addressing the relation between ethic and aesthetic in the Romanian communistand post-communist era have been published time and time again.2 As far as I am con-cerned, I have focused my investigation upon the literary journalism from the first decadeof the post-communist era, specifically the first three years, for two reasons: 1. thepress is the medium of immediate configuration and identification of sides and stances,being an appropriate ground for rapid and compact reaction; 2. the press ensures supe-rior interconnectivity over other means of expressions with slower response time (liter-ary histories, literary criticism collections, research papers etc.). Thus, I have foundthat, within a span of roughly three years after the fall of communism, the guidelinesof the debates from the 1990 and 2000 critical culture were largely outlined: the con-servative and revisionist nucleuses put forward their own ideologies, which would, inturn, cause long term effects over the following decades, with the inherent positionvariations and reconfigurations. Before I proceed to the actual analysis of the topic, I will integrate the Romaniancase in the present international sociopolitical, critical, and theoretical context. Despiteof its particularities, of being an (ex)communist state with a specific, even unique, back-ground,3 what Romania experienced between 1980 and 2000 may be included into thecapitalist “world-system.” This is the continuity thesis, according to which the transi-tion from postmodernism (the 1980s) to post-postmodernism (the 2000s) was carriedout without any major fractures in the global economic and sociopolitical landscape bybringing the global world-system represented by tertiary capitalism to its ultimate con-sequences, which affects to a similar extent (post)socialist economies as parts of thesame “world-system.” For example, Immanuel Wallerstein argues that the year 1989 broughtabout a systemic crisis of capitalism itself, which the fall of the former socialist bloc didnot significantly alter but contributed to its momentum. That is why, after 1989, thestate capitalism of the European socialist countries aligned itself with to the neoliberal typeeconomy without significant traumas, mimicking an apparent natural continuity: the mod-ernization started under communism, that is, the industrial mode of production, wouldcontinue after 1989 through “echelon number two,” the successors of the former com-munists, converted without any spasms to the new religion of the free market.4 The worldwithin communism or, more specifically, the state capitalism that defined it followed a pat-tern similar to the liberal-capitalist world. Between 1960 and 1980, in the internationalcultural sphere, a transition from aestheticism and criticism to the “knowledge turn”(cultural studies etc.) took place, which originated with the prominent figures of theleft-wing movements and the fight for resources within universities. The study of litera-ture should therefore be seen as a verifiable and quantifiable form of “knowledge pro-duction,” resulting in a turn toward scientism and the specialization of disciplines, whichwould nevertheless lead to depolitization, to the Left’s “quietism,” which is otherwise



too preoccupied with accurately describing reality instead of changing it. The promo-tion of multiculturalism, alterity, and diversity was interpreted not only as a left-wingpolicy, but also as a right-wing measure, a neoliberal measure of the 2000s designed tobring the Left around, the pro-alterity discourse being outlined in consonance with themarket diversification project.5 From this point of view, the turn from aestheticism to anti-aestheticism or not-only-aestheticism, pervading the Romanian landscape after the fallof communism—i.e. the turn from aesthetic to the ethic and alethic—, would not con-stitute itself as a case peculiar to this country, given its communist past, but only an unsyn-chronized alignment with the global academic trend. For instance, the discourses on the“politics of truth” would therefore constitute a type of “knowledge production” in thecommunist period. Therefore, although the immediate reasons for the polarization ofthe post–1989 cultural life in Romania also had indisputable local issues, the phenome-non is not irreducible to the international cultural pulse; on the contrary: here as well,the anti-aestheticism came as an effect or hand in hand with neoliberalism, as an echoof the world-system bringing us all together. However, there also is a seemingly opposite point of view—the discontinuity the-sis—, according to which, after 1989, the states of the former socialist bloc experi-enced a traumatic paradigm shift as a result of the transition from socialism (state cap-italism) to capitalism, symbolized by the free market. This criterion would dramaticallydifferentiate them from the states lacking a socialist past in Europe and elsewhere. Forinstance, on a cultural level, an important difference would be the modification of thewriter’s or man of letters’ (the literary critic included) status. After 1989, as AndrewBaruch points out, the writer would come to experience an acute decline of social pres-tige or, on the contrary, a normalization in relation with the hypertrophy sufferedunder communism, when the men of letters and literature itself were forced to takeover the responsibilities of historians, sociologists, psychologists, anthropologists duringa period marked by censorship and concealment: “East European literature . . . is nolonger perceived to be as important as it once was . . . in socialist-era East Europeanculture,” given the circumstances that “Eastern Europe is that part of the world whereserious literature and those who produce it have traditionally been overvaluated.”6 Accordingto the discontinuity thesis, the 1989 juncture is interpreted by the former socialiststates as a rupture, occasioned by a unique situation: the collapse of socialism/commu-nism identified with totalitarianism—i.e. the collapse of an antagonist of capitalism iden-tified with democracy—, and not a systemic crisis of capitalism. Around 1989 and 1990,the former socialist states would then ignore the real dynamics of liberal-capitalismand its subsequent crisis. On an official discourse level, capitalism is still perceived asan eminently positive reference point, as a beacon of vita nuova. The two theses, of continuity and discontinuity, do not necessarily preclude one anoth-er. Ex-socialist states operated along the logic of the capitalist world-system as well,although they displayed some particularities that generated unique reactions, scenarios,and interpretations. These include the excessive importance given to fiction writing ina society lacking freedom of speech and the writer’s “overvaluated” function and theysuggest that 1989 was, in fact, a radical juncture, which led, in turn, to a paradigmshift. However, the models these writers deployed prior to 1990 were not limited to
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the frontiers of the socialist bloc. Their literature—usually invested with critical or sub-versive power—drew inspiration from Western Europe and the two Americas, and alsothe critical discourse of that countries, irrespective of the immediate outcome of that dis-course, sometimes even converting the critique of capitalism into one of local commu-nism.7I will continue to analyze the way the aesthetic/conservative pole vs. the ethic/revi-sionist one features in the literary press in the first years following the fall of the Romaniancommunist regime. Immediately after 1989, an anti-communist discourse pervades all forms of media.Literary magazines are no exception. A vivid record of the communist heritage, the man-agement of the existing archives, of the canon of values, the retrieval of missing data inthe archives and of traumas produced by the former regime are fully reflected by theliterary media. The fact that many of those entrusted with these endeavors following 1989were writers and critics that participated in the establishment of the canon and the powerstruggles before 1990 only made the process more complicated. Against this new back-ground, they were compelled to revisit their own discourse from the communist era inorder to align themselves with the post–1989 anti-communist agenda, in the sameway that, before 1990, in order to circumvent the (official or self-imposed) censorship,their discourse had to develop various mechanisms of matching the ideology of the regimein force at that specific moment.8 Under these circumstances, the two major stances—the revisionists and the conservatives of the pre–1990 canon—follow a classic dialec-tics modality: action vs. reaction. However, this polarization actually took place priorto the fall of communism; far from the eminently internal polarization that occurred after1989, it had nonetheless already existed in various phases of crystallization, manifestedin the opposition of the men of letters from the Socialist Republic of Romania towardtheir counterparts beyond the Romanian borders: the exiles. Thus, before 1990, theliterature written under communism and the critics advocating it were often contestedand accused of supporting the regime by important voices of the exile (Monica Lovinescu,Virgil Ierunca et al.) who were convinced that the genuine Romanian cultural life waspractically non-existent (see Ioan Petru Culianu’s famous phrase “the Siberia of thespirit”). Under these circumstances, “the action” and “reaction” following 1989 didnot comply with the dialectics’ own temporality (the action group proposes the thesis,the reaction group counteracts it with an antithesis), being expressed instead in relativesynchronicity ever since the first months of 1990; the sides have already been definedto a large extent. Therefore, the order in which I will further present them should notbe understood as a succession in time, but as a struggle from partially preconfigured posi-tions, with the exile’s voices ultimately merging with the revisionist groups coagulatedin the country and legitimizing each other. 

THE CONSERVATIVE segment, comprising major figures of the pre–1990 canon,such as Eugen Simion, Valeriu Cristea and others,9 advocates the perpetuation, withminimal mutations, of the existing canon (or of some part of it; it is the case ofthe critics from the 1980s, who only plead for the writers from their own group andthe predecessors akin to them). For them, the literature written under communism remains
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largely valuable, especially the one considered to have been validated from an aesthetic per-spective, inherited from Maiorescu and Lovinescu. Their main argument is “the resistancethrough culture,” a concept according to which the culture and literature producedunder communism do not represent monstrous typologies that depart from genuine art/cul-ture (produced, for instance, under democracies) or, better put, abnormal forms as aconsequence of their cohabitation with the regime, but expressions of authentic art, throughwhich the regime not only failed to subordinate the autochthonous culture, but wasitself undermined by it. Seen from this perspective, the aesthetic function appears as assim-ilated to the ethical one; a literature valuable as an artistic product is considered to havefulfilled its mission, even on a political and moral level, although it did not implicitly orexplicitly position itself against the oppressor. Thus, after 30 December 1989, Simion con-tinued to support the cause of the pre–1990 canon: “Romanian literature does not startfrom scratch.”10 It is a cause he also advocates in January 1990: “I want to defend the idea. . . that there has been a continuity of the Romanian spirit . . . There was a culture thatwent against the official culture.”11 Furthermore, the Caiete critice (Critical Notebooks)also supported the “resistance through culture” thesis since its first issue in August 1990through an article in which Cristea explicitly adopts the thesis of “resistance” throughliterature: “The institution of Romanian literature . . . permanently boycotted throughquality . . . the dictator’s order of making it mediocre.” As for the enemies of the resist-ance through culture thesis, who would have preferred a “general cessation of writing”as the only efficient anti-regime policy, he argues that the writer “can only protest with-in its own writing and by its means. Under no circumstance and on no account, has hethe right not to write.”12 For Cristea, it is not writing under any circumstances, but quittingit altogether that constitutes a cowardly gesture, a form of desertion. Therefore, the writer’stask, and that of aesthetics in general, is inseparable from his role as a witness and a his-torian of the epoch. His statements betray the belief that, irrespective of how reprehen-sible it was, communism was not the absolute evil, a unique form of sociopolitical mon-strosity, for “not even one epoch was devoid of injustice.” For Mircea Cãrtãrescu aswell, the writer’s role should remain unchanged after 1989: under totalitarianism or democ-racy, his task was “to exorcize the evil,” which implies that this may happen in any typeof political structure: “in the democratic world, the artist is an exorcist of evil, an anti-totalitarian, a participant in that collective wisdom outside which freedom cannot exist.”13
(Cãrtãrescu’s position seems to invalidate Wachtel’s thesis regarding the “abnormality”of the writer’s status under communism—which in this case is “overvaluated” becausehe is invested with functions that are refused to other bodies that could otherwise effec-tively deploy them.) The pro-“resistance through culture” project continues in the sec-ond issue of Caiete critice, where, in a joint article with Eugen Simion, Nicolae Brebanasserts that “anybody who did his job well and conscientiously in the sphere of social goodhad de facto fought against dictatorship,” and Simion speaks openly of the “resistancethrough culture” under communism, which, throughout his career as a literary critic, hedoes not divorce from the aesthetic autonomy thesis. However, of particular impor-tance in said issue is the inquiry entitled “the Resistance of literature,” which set out touncover whether Romanian literature “surrendered” to or “opposed” the dictatorship andwhat specifically of what had been written “during the last 45 years” would stand the
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test of time. The respondents were Marin Sorescu, ªtefan Aug. Doinaº, Monica Spiridon,Marta Petreu, Mircea Cãrtãrescu and others. By and large, all respondents agreed thatliterature did not “surrender” to communism, yet some nuances should be noted: Sorescuthinks that “poetry has always been at the forefront of the true literature and implicitlyof resistance” and that theatre written then will last the best;14 Doinaº argues that “Romanianliterature did not surrender to dictatorship, nor opposed it: it simply avoided it.”15 Spiridondistinguishes between two essential forms of resistance: “the direct resistance” (Paul Goma,Dorin Tudoran, Mircea Dinescu, Dan Petrescu, Luca Piþu, Liviu Antonesei, Mariana Marin)and the “defensive resistance,” which was preoccupied with “retrieving the values andgauges of our classic literature” and with the resistance “in tranches” or “underground.”16
Cãrtãrescu’s contribution is in tune with the others’, albeit excessively laudatory, markedby superlatives, where the words “resistance” and “continuity” are of main importance,although he dissociates himself from the then current opinions, a gesture characteristic forthe ethos of the 1980s writers. For him, the novel that took it upon itself to describethe “obsessive decade” of 1950s,17 with the exception of some texts of genuine value,brought forth the degradation of literature following 1975, because “it grounded itspopularity on the disclosure of some text, actions known to everybody, whereof onewas not allowed to speak,” treating them in a “journalistic or sloppy” manner. Cãrtãrescucriticizes the poor aesthetic performances of the writers of the 1960s–1970s, whoselow-quality literature competed with the works of the valuable writers and against whichhis generation had to fight.18 In the years that followed, Caiete critice continued to pub-lish inquiries into the “resistance through culture” and the validity of the post-1989 aes-thetic autonomy thesis, upon which Simion grounded his decision to steer away from anyinvolvement in post–1989 politics, as others men of letters of that era19 did. The “aestheticautonomy/ resistance through culture, ergo apoliticism” syllogism has been stronglycontested by the revisionists, who see in it the perpetuation of a self-sufficient behaviorbefore 1990 and the symptom of a hypocritical one after 1989—i.e. containing an implic-it political position, on the so-called “neo-communist” side of President Ion Iliescu. Among the advocates of the “resistance through culture” thesis, the authors of the1980s generation constitute a peculiar case, since many of them were at the same timecritics and theorists of their own literature. Their strategy was to eliminate a largeshare of the literature produced between 1960 and 1970 from the canon supposed to aes-thetically “fare well” even after 1989 and to bring forth their own literature in thelimelight of the “resistance.” The authors of the 1960s–1970s were invalidated notonly against an aesthetic perspective, but also a moral one, for, in reality, they were tol-erated or even encouraged by the system (the literature written “with police approval”).Therefore, it is not only Cãrtãrescu who points out the “degeneracy” brought forth bythe literature of the authors from the 1960s, but also Gheorghe Crãciun, for whomthe 1980s generation symbolizes the true progress, the “aesthetic, the openness, the icon-oclastic spirit” as “unquestionable values, opposed to the official culture and propagan-da.”20 Within the ethics vs. aesthetics dichotomy, the 1980s generation considers itselfaesthetic par excellence, familiar with the Western literary innovations, refined andskillful in their assimilation and application on Romanian ground. The “aesthetic courage”of the 1980s generation (as the bookish “escapism” of the authors of the Târgoviºte
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School) appears to Crãciun to be more subversive than Marin Preda’s and Breban’s.The model for this strategic option—the aesthetic as evolution/synchronization withthe present literature and, implicitly, as an ethical, critical factor towards a restrictingand outdated regime—is E. Lovinescu’s “synchronist” ideology. Ion Bogdan Lefter hasargued time and time again since the fall of communism that a prominent change inthe Romanian writers’ mentality took place not after 1989, but approximately a decadeago, through the literature of the 1980s, which qualifies as postmodernist.21 After theturn of the new millennium, the philosophy of the 1980s aestheticism as a potentiallysubversive discourse has also been contested by voices such as Ion Manolescu and thegroup of Fracturi (Fractures) magazine.Given its effectiveness in the fight against the communist regime, the aesthetic is,according to these authors, the only viable solution to the fight against the harmful effectsof the early post-communist capitalism, such as the invasion of commercial literature.22
Some conclusions may be drawn from the cases analyzed: the supporters of the preser-vation of the communist cannon share the common belief that the literature written before1990 is, by and large, “resistant” even after the 1989 juncture. This thesis is perceivedin consonance with the aesthetic autonomy thesis, under the premise that a literaturevalid from an aesthetic point of view becomes, by its nature, both ethical and pragmat-ic (implicitly operating as a form of subversion or as an anti-establishment discourse).After all, the differences among the “resistance through culture” supporters are equallyimportant and suggest a schism, which, after the fall of the communist regime, wouldset the 1960s and 1980s representatives on quasi-irreconcilable positions. If for criticssuch as Simion and Cristea the authors prior to the 1980 decade are and will remain validfrom an aesthetic point of view, in the case of the 1980s authors such as Lefter, Crãciun,and Cãrtãrescu, the aesthetic is a value present eminently in the literature of the 1980s,with anticipatory enclaves in the works of some authors of the 1970s (the TârgoviºteSchool and others), unlike the “realist” novel devoted to the “obsessive decade” of 1950s,a gender considered to underperform from an aesthetic point of view and deemedquestionable from an ethical one. Thus, the non-homogenous reception of the aesthet-ic concept and its autochthonous legacy via Maiorescu and Lovinescu made possibleits circumstantial manipulation and its serving diametrically opposed purposes within thecategory of the “resistance through culture” supporters.23

THE CATEGORY of the radical or moderate revisionists of the pre–1990 canon andprinciples that generated it is mobilized by an intense feeling of reparation andrecovery of the values concealed during communism. Their enterprise support-ed the “politics of truth” trend mentioned previously, whereby the ethic implies, first andforemost, an alethic function (similar to psychoanalytical labor) of denouncing falsereference points and encouraging the discovery of the “truth” of communism and thethen produced or rejected values. This accounts for the fervent publication of non-fic-tion, invested with a documentary function instrumental to the recovery of facts dur-ing the communist regime and concealed by propaganda. The market comes to aboundin confessions, diaries, memoirs—mainly depicting the years spent in detention—, his-torical records censored under communism (about the monarchy, the fascist move-
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ment, territories under Soviet occupation, Bessarabia and Bukovina etc.), religioustexts (mysticism, theology, the history of churches and clerical personalities in Romania),works of exiled authors, in other words, a complex series of materials supposed tocontribute to the rewriting of Romania’s real history and its recent past. The influx oftrauma and compensation literature is driven by the belief that no fiction, no novel ismore powerful that the genuine detention literature. That non-fiction fares better thanfiction is tantamount to saying that ethical works fare better than the aesthetic ones,for “what drawer literature could parallel the confessions of the ones finding them-selves in the stone or concrete drawer of our history?”24 The “cult of martyrology” and“the narcissist memory,” excessively oriented towards the damage made to the self, is oth-erwise a symptom of the states newly emerged from under the communist rule.25
If before 1990 the aesthetic seemed the only honorable possibility in order to resistunder communism, to circumvent/to provoke the political power and to supply the absenceof a disobedient political, historical or sociological discourse, after 1989 the aestheticcomes to be perceived by the enemies of the conservative pole as more of an alibi ofthe authors’ moral inconsistence. The aesthetic is assimilated to the protest not havinga really efficient value, hence the frustration of the revisionists when comparing thecircumstances in communist Romania with the ones in the other former communist states,Czechoslovakia, Poland etc., where the protests were more courageous. Moreover,they also incriminate the fetishism of the aesthetical heritage via Maiorescu and Lovinescu(considered guilty of methodological and conceptual desynchronization with the con-temporaneous West) and the blindness towards other types of cultural discourse. Thecritical perspective of the canon made under communism and of the aesthetic as analibi for quietism and partisanship with the regime is shared by all revisionists. Vatra(Târgu-Mureº) and Apostrof (Cluj) magazines can be taken as bastions of revisionism inthe 1990s, and their mottos could have been: “The censorship restricted truth, notbeauty” (Paul Goma26) or “As if you needed talent in order to oppose Ceauºescu!” (MirceaMartin27). Talent and beauty—the active ingredients of the aesthetic autonomy theo-ry—are now fading into the background. The aesthetic is no longer perceived as natu-rally containing the ethic; on the contrary, it is to be observed that the aesthetic is,most of the time, assimilated with cowardice, being indifferent, collaboration with theregime. At some point, Goma mocked the vacuous “communal aesthetics” and “region-al” culture of Romanian literature under the communism as provincialism or a com-plex of inferiority.28 For the supporters of canon revision, the parameters of the guid-ing concepts have been inverted: not everything that is aesthetic is ethical, but everythingthat is ethical is aesthetic. (However, even radicals such as Goma do not bring to the ulti-mate consequence the thesis of the “Siberia of the spirit”: something has been done inRomania as well, but not enough, not like in other countries.) Among the specific actionsof the revision supporters a special place is held by the positioning of Goma and hisliterature in the cultural life’s limelight. The “Goma complex” of the Romanian authorswas discussed in articles time and time again, quasi-sanctifying Goma, imagining himin a Hegelian manner as “the moral idea” in motion, “witness and martyr at the sametime” (Al. Cistelecan29). Marta Petreu went further with the denunciation of the aestheticunsuitability, commenting that Goma’s works “advance, first and foremost, an ethical
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type of reaction” and that it “seems almost an insult to interpret them in an aesthetic reg-ister.”30 “East-ethics,” a term coined by Norman Manea, is the new word of order try-ing to capture the paradoxes and particularities of the literature from the former social-ist states. The framework of the “east-ethic” revisionism is mostly construed on thefoundation of Goma’s percussive statements, which were also supported by his own moralexample. Monica Lovinescu is another moral yardstick promoted by the revisionist group.She is sure that the communist gamble on the aesthetic was a losing hand, and, more-over, is guilty of the lack of coagulation of a civil society in Romania,31 while rejectingthe Romanian communism “abnormality” thesis, its monstrosity, which has been usedby some followers of the “resistance through culture” in order to justify their own lackof direct reaction. Her critique is all the more acid as it neutralizes the exceptionalistjustifications along the lines of “nowhere else in Eastern Europe has writing been so goodin so harsh conditions.”32 A voice of the exile in favor of revisionism is that of I. Negoiþescu,who argues that “by reacting only aesthetically, we did not understand our civic duty,we did not grab the bull by the horns.”33
In parallel with the restitution of Goma, inquiries into the opportunity of the revi-sion of the communist canon were carried out, lists of valid and reprehensible authorsor considered obsolete after 1989 were compiled etc. The cathartic effect, the “tempta-tion of purification,” seems to be the motto of this type of endeavors, symmetrical to theinquiries regarding the “resistance through culture” from Caiete critice. For instance, inMay 1991, Apostrof initiates an inquiry concerning the “evaluation criteria of contem-porary Romanian literature” from the perspective of the post–1989 revision. The answersvacillate between moderation (Mircea Zaciu, Petru Dumitriu, Adrian Marino and oth-ers) and revisionist vehemence. Among the latter, Gheorghe Grigurcu’s opinion is worthnoting, as it advocates the “decisive importance of the ethic criterion in the evaluationof the men of letters, in the process of sanctioning their behavior from the perspectiveof their authorial and civic attitude.”34 He would go on to extend his revisionist proj-ect, which drew on E. Lovinescu’s “revision” theory, through a series of articles publishedin the 1990s in România literarã (Literary Romania), and in collections as well. Grigurcu’sfocus is on the type of the intellectual represented by Eugen Simion, being accused ofhaving mutilated the Lovinescian legacy by supporting the promotion of apoliticismin alliance with the aesthetic autonomy.35
The literature of exile is integrated in the same logic of restitution and the impact itmight have on the rewriting of the recent literary history is examined. For instance, MirceaIorgulescu believes in the reformative function of the literature of exile (“for the youngercritics revision is a natural condition”36), while Dan Culcer takes into account the dan-ger of “overestimating the political value of the exile writers and of the restricted ones.”37

Associated with the theme of recovering exile literature is also the restoration of therelations with Bessarabia, starting with the literature written there. In this context, theaesthetic autonomy thesis is again seen as unproductive, a relic of a past no longer resource-ful, which could become potentially toxic.38
On a different note, but still concerning the usefulness of the revision of the criteriaand principles underlying the pre–1990 canon, Sorin Alexandrescu pointed out theself-sufficiency of the so-called “aesthetic” critique, whose historical usefulness he finds
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along the T. Maiorescu–Nicolae Manolescu axis, but whose quasi-exclusivism after1989 in Romania he tackles on the grounds that the cultural market of the last decadeshas diversified its range of options.39 Alexandrescu’s position—favorable to a “method-ological pluralism”—followed the common Western trend of the day, the so-called “knowl-edge turn” mentioned previously.Therefore, the revisionists’ shared belief is that 1989 should be treated as a realjuncture that generated considerable mutations, that Romanian literary history cannotbe written anymore as it was before, i.e. by avoiding to take into account the ethical aspector by assimilating it to the aesthetic one. Briefly, the idea is as follows: “1989 has removedthe ideological protection some works (worthless ones) benefited from during com-munism” (Gheorghe Perian40).If, up to this point, I have focused on the differences between the supporters of thepre–1990 canon preservation and the advocates of its revision, it should be noted that,aside from the anti-communist principles common to both categories, there is anotherelement where they find common ground: the recourse to aestheticism is seen by bothparties as a symptom associated with or generated by the “abnormality” specific to a total-itarian regime (national-communism), considered to have altered the “normal” envi-ronment of production and consumption of literature in the free world. Both parties sharethe impression that, under the conditions of Romanian communism (considered an excep-tional case among the states of the former socialist bloc), the aesthetic played an “abnor-mal,” “unnatural,” excessive, and circumstantial role, which was the only solution for thesurvival of the local culture. In turn, this impression is based on the idea that there is a“natural” aesthetic or literature, specific to democracies—qua normal, healthy societies—and an “unnatural” aesthetic or literature, produced in exceptional, toxic sociopoliticalconditions. Starting from this common core of discussion—the aesthetic as an umbrel-la for bad weather—the revision advocates believe that the perpetuation of the aesthet-ic view should, however, be tempered after 1989, while the supporters of the preserva-tion of pre–1990 values continue to believe in the quasi-exclusive aestheticism’s abilityto guide the nation’s cultural life. It is against this background that the (ab)normalityof literature’s aesthetic function under communism emerges, to which Wachtel refersin the cited fragment. Among the examples discussed above, only Cãrtãrescu believes thatthe writer is endowed with the role of an evil exorcist in any type of regime, while the otherRomanian writers set out, in the immediate aftermath of 1989, to ease the “abnormal-ly” heavy workload the fiction writing had under communism. Thus, for novelist AugustinBuzura the time of literature comes when “the writer is not forced to do everything, tobe, at the same time, a historian, sociologist, journalist, and the clock on the cityhall.”41 Ana Blandiana shares his perspective, but is not confident that writer’s work-load will get any easier after 1989, since the role of latter would then be that of com-pensating for the lack of politicians.42 The absence of a non-communist political classcapable of guaranteeing the wellbeing of post–1989 Romania prompts Nicolae Manolescuto suspend his activity as a literary critic in order to become involved in politics, morespecifically in a center-right formation. Wachtel’s perspective on the writers’ and litera-ture’s role under communism is thus confirmed by statements and initiatives made byBuzura, Blandiana, and Manolescu. However, there are voices that turn this thesis of com-
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munist “abnormality” into a parochial advantage: the excessive importance given to lit-erature and poetry in particular is thought to have had a positive effect on the commu-nity, encouraging their preservation in the communist states. Thus, the East still enjoyedvalues the West had already lost and, as a consequence, as long as it speaks the lan-guage of poetry, the East will be the “civilized” one, not the West. Adrian Popescu,himself a poet, shares this belief and noted that Eastern authors (Mircea Dinescu, AnaBlandiana, Ion Caraion) are perceived by the West only through the lens of the “politi-cal criterion,” of the “opposition towards the communist regime,” while poetry, as aliterary genre, enjoys a more unfortunate fate in the free West than in the totalitarian East:“By itself, the lyrical exercise is considered as a luxury in the West. It is different here,in an East that is thirsty for culture and civic courage, for the liberty people beyondthe [Iron] Curtain had.”43 The problem is that, by eliminating the need for a hypertro-phied literature and a factotum writer, it is not necessarily the promise of a “normal”literature that appears on the horizon (supposing there is an portrait of it), but one ofa literature in the process of eradication: either the market no longer needs the “truths”of the qualitative fiction, or commercial literature drains the resources wherein thequalitative literature had put its hopes. Therefore, the transition to market economydid not bring about a “normal” literature comparable ratio-wise to the “abnormal” oneunder communism, yet it subjected the literature to the strict regulations of the mar-ket, as it happens all over the capitalist world. It should therefore be noted, in relation to the thesis regarding the (ab)normalityin literature’s and writers’ status under communism that, both before 1990 and afterthe fall of communism, writers and literary critics have become increasingly aware thattheir works are an eternal substitute for discourses and typologies that have been foundunreliable in one context or the other, that they are forced to fill in for historians, soci-ologists, journalists, and politicians. What do Romanian writers discover when theyare permitted to “finally delve into themselves” (Blandiana), after having been compelledfor so long to fulfill tasks that are not their own? They find out that they have been deniedsome of the most important topics of authorial interest; they discover that they now lackprestige and consistency (among the really successful writers before 1990, only a meanshare of them actually enjoy a flourishing literary career). The fact that the writer’scraft has its own themes, different from the ones of politics/civics etc., turned out tobe an illusion and many of the active writers during the communist regime later cameto the painful realization that playing the more or less undercover role of historians, polit-ical scientists, philosophers, journalists of the communist era was not so bad a partafter all—that they cannot, in fact, be something else. The essence of their writingseems to be exactly that: a discourse of substitution by means of specific mechanisms.Realistic history, realistic sociology, realistic journalism—fiction at least as real and as per-suasive as reality itself.
�
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Abstract
Ethic vs. Aesthetic: Coordinates of Revision in Cultural Journalism 

between 1990 and 1993
This paper analyses how the post-war autochthonous canon revision and the modification or preser-vation of the criteria underlying the latter’s constitution polarized post–1989 literary journalistsand critics’ opinions. The supporters of preservation and perpetuation of the aesthetic criterionproclaim that the Romanian communist literature was a form of “resistance through culture”and that, consequently, the canon then built should be conserved along with the aesthetic auton-omy thesis considered as its basis. On the other hand, the advocates of the more radical or mod-erate revision of the pre–1990 scale of values and the criteria that created it believe in the over-lap between the aesthetic criterion and the ethical one or even in the subordination of the formerto the latter. In this last case, of importance is the writers’ attitude towards the former regime, theiropen or concealed collaborationism or, on the contrary, the resistance they managed to opposeto the political element. 

Keywordsethic, aesthetic, pragmatic, literary criticism, revision, canon, communism, post-communism, capitalism
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